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B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Autumn 2005

Programme 7                  by Sam McBratney
8 November   

The unit on houses and housing continues with a programme about dens.  It is about the fun of 
making a secret place to hide - under a table, under the stairs, under a rug thrown over a clothes 
horse.  The programme revisits the themes of friends and sharing from earlier in the term and also 
includes a look at the dens, burrows and nests of wild creatures.

Story

Arthur Smith lived in Cushendall.  Everyone just called him �Art� for short.  Art loved making dens.  
Sometimes he crawled into the dark under the stairs and played with his toy tractor or his big soft ugly 
monster.  Sometimes he crawled under the table and made a little house for himself surrounded by all the legs 
of the table and the chairs��

However Art�s troubles start when he and his friends are invited to visit Myrtle Stackpole�s 
playhouse��

Song

   Peek A Boo

   Peek-a-boo, I see you,
   Did you see me just then?
   Oh dear me,
   What can I be?
   I�m hiding in my den.
   In my den, in my den,
   I�m hiding in my den

      By Michael McDowell

After the programme

A discussion on �dens� the children have made should be popular.

� Where were they?
� Who shared them?
� What were they made from?
� Were they safe?
� Were they secret (and should they have been?)
� What do they like to play with?
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NB :  Please emphasise the potential danger in climbing into or onto heavy or unstable objects 
or constructing anything with heavy, sharp or breakable materials.

�  Animals� dens, burrows, nests etc.

Story Comprehension

� Where did Art make his dens?  (under the stairs, under a table, inside his mother�s  
clothes horse, in a big box)

� What was Myrtle Stackpole like?  (rather bossy)
� What did Art want to do in her playhouse?  (fry pretend sausages)
� Why did Myrtle Stackpole think she should be able to give the orders?  (it was her 

playhouse)
� Why did Art think he could get his own way?  (he wore a crown and kings can do what 

they like)
� Describe Art�s new den (made from the washing machine�s delivery box)

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening:  Pupils should have opportunities to: develop their talking and  
     listening in a variety of contexts and including interaction   
     through classroom activities, role play and drama, membership  
     of a group and conversation with others.

Science

Carrying Out and Making: Pupils should have opportunities to: assemble and rearrange  
     materials; explore different ways of joining materials; develop  
     manipulative skills using a range of materials.

Materials and Properties:  Pupils should be given opportunities to: work with a range of  
     materials; explore the properties of materials including shape,  
     colour, texture and behaviour.
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Cross-Curricular Links

PPROGRAMME 7

PSHE
falling out
being bossy
friends
safety
co-operation

ENGLISH
story comprehension
Daniel and the lion's
den

SCIENCE
construction
with materials

ART
draw an ideal 'den'
make a plan of the
inside of a playhouse


